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bring with him practically every kind of equipment, that it would take
weeks to find men who could serve as guides, and that it would take
many more weeks of slow dry travel to cover a distance that an airplane
could cover in three or four hours.
The People of Tropical Scrub and Savanna
How about the .people of these hot low latitudes with their great heat,
severe dr^sgasons^and very wet seasons? How does a climate which pro-
3uceTlcrub forest and savanna influence them? The first part of the
answer may be found by comparing Plate II with A144, which shows the
world's population by means of dots. In Australia and South America
the parts of the world included in No. 3 of Plate II are almost free from
dots. This is partly because those continents are still new so far as
European races are concerned, and are not yet fully populated. The main
reason for the scarcity of dots, ho'wever, is that in those regions it is so
hard to get a Inking, anH lifejs so unpleasant, that people have not
wanted to settlelihere. The scanty population consists oFaTfew Australian
aBlacFFjni^rrnd wild Indians, together with a few people of Euro-
gean originjwho run_cattle ranches. No other occupation is feasible on
any largescale. In fact, it is very hard to make a living with cattle.
Nomads such as those in the Sudan and clear across Africa south of the
Sahara~can live contentedly on milk, together with millet and occasional
meat from their cattle. They sow the millet when the first rains come.
Then they go away with their flocks, perhaps leaving a few old people
to protect the millet from thieving birds, beasts, and men. White men
are not content with such a standard of living. They need money with
which to buy other kinds of food, clothing, and all sorts of equipment
and furnishings.
For several reasons it is difficult to get ready money on a cattle ranch^
in the scrub forest or the tropical savanna. (1) The climate is such that
European cattle do not thrive. Even if they can be kept alive, they do
not become fat, nor do they give much milk. (2) Other kinds of cattle, I
such as the Indian zebu, are by no means so good for meat as European
cattle raised in cooler regions, and they, too, give little milk. (3) Insects
bother the cattle a great deal. Even if the cattle escape the fevers which
are brought by the fat, disgusting white insects known as ticks, they are
almost sure to be bitten by other insects and to suffer from sores.
These not only prevent the animals from getting fat but also leave the
hides full of holes, which much diminish their value. (4) Even if the
cattle ranchers can raise fairly good beef and hides, they have difficulty in
marketing them. This is partly because they have to compete with regions
such as Argentina, Uruguay, southern Australia, New Zealand, Ireland,

